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Fig. 1 Hoxne Fitting, illustrating the internal, rectangular 
shaped socket; © West Suffolk Heritage Service. 

Hoxne Fitting 
The Hoxne fitting is part of a new class of artefacts known as ‘East Anglian Conical Fittings’ 

(EACFs), a group of tapering socketed objects of unknown purpose found in Norfolk and Suffolk that 

date to the later Iron Age (see Ellis and Lamb 2019). These fittings appear in two main size groups. 

Those with narrower sockets from the areas of Breckland (NMS-1788AE0) and Needham (SF-

882904) are the closest parallel to Hoxne. The second group comprise of wider and somewhat shorter 

sockets, decorated with birds, which appear to represent a later iteration of this design in northern 

Norfolk (see BM1993,0201.1).  

EACFs are designed in the pan-European art style of the later Iron Age, known as La Tène art. This 

style has distinct stylistic sub-phases, the third of which is known as the ‘plastic’ or ‘Disney’ style that 

is famous for the cartoon like appearances of animal and human subjects (see Megaw 1970). NMS-

178AE0 from Breckland is of this style, which means it is likely to date to after 250BC. Though the 

Hoxne fitting is not as detailed as the Breckland Beast, it clearly shares stylistic elements such as the 

contouring lines of the face and forehead, the shape of the horns and the overlarge eye. This means 

that we can date the Hoxne fitting to c. 200BC- c.150BC. What is also important is that ‘Disney’ style 

pieces are rare in Britain, so the Breckland and Hoxne fittings illustrate that populations in Norfolk 

had connections to artistic trends on the Continent, evidence for which can be patchy elsewhere in 

Britain.  

So what was the Hoxne fitting, and 

others like it, used for? At little over 

five-to-six centimetres long, and with 

no other parallels known in Britain, 

this is more difficult to answer. 

Previous research has postulated that 

they are drinking horn ends, or that 

these were toppers for ceremonial 

staffs - the prehistoric equivalent of a 

bishop’s crosier (see Ellis and Lamb 

2019). Analysis of the Hoxne fitting 

provided a new clue – that the inside of 

the socket was made to hold a 

rectangular shape, rather than a round 

or tapering end as the outer design 

suggested (Fig. 1). This made a 
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drinking horn end less likely and indicated that these could be a fitting for a tang – the part of a tool or 

knife which goes into a handle. Interestingly, cutlass-type blades from a series of tombs in Austria, 

which are also of the ‘Disney’ style, are similar in size and shape to EACFs (see Čižmář and Kruta 

2011). However, none of those examples appear to be zoomorphic, making direct comparison 

difficult. 

Overall EACFs help to illustrate a thriving artistic independence in this area during the later Iron Age. 

Art in this instance does not just represent a creativity, but also important societal connections with 

wider Europe. The Hoxne fitting has played an important part in understanding the purpose and dating 

of these enigmatic objects, and will remain an important artefact for the study of Iron Age art (and the 

use of animals within it) for years to come.  
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